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Dark Assassin
The Wisp calls to him... and he answers. Born of war,
heir to the throne of the Blue Territory, Makeo has never
lived a normal life. His brutal training at the hands of the
kingdom's greatest assassins combines with his natural
talent to make him an unstoppable warrior. And an
arrogant one. When word reaches the king that their
enemies are planning a massive invasion, donning armor
and wielding weapons beyond their power to defeat,
Makeo is determined to fight to save his kingdom. The
Wisp, an ancient and evil parasite with the power to fully
control its host, has laid dormant for all these years...
until now. The Wisp beckons to Makeo, filling his head
with promises of glory, of victory, of peace for all Five
Territories. What Makeo doesn't know, is that all this
comes with a heavy price... his soul. Can Makeo hold
himself back from the manipulations of the Wisp? Or will
he succumb to its call and release it from its
imprisonment, dooming the whole world? This book is for
you if you love: Action Packed Sword and Sorcery Books
Dark Fantasy books about Greatsword wielding
Assassins The use of Alchemy Exotic and Wondrous
New Worlds A Parasitic Evil Energy that will stop at
nothing to control its host.
With the price of admission, you are guaranteed a one-
way ticket to hell. There's no deal on Earth like it. Do you
want to spend eternity in the Kingdom of darkness but
don't want to have to commit any real sins like murder or
sodomy? Never before has this kind of deal been
offered. All you have to do is pay the fee to purchase this
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book and your afterlife will be secured no matter how
many orphans you feed or puppies you pet. Claim your
ticket to Hell with proof of purchase over at
www.RottingHorse.comA parody of parables for the new
ages.Join Jesus Christ on an adventure throughout the
centuries as he joins forces with an unlikely immortal ally
to expose the true faces of evil who call themselves, The
Craftsmen. Enjoy this timeless tale of revenge and denial
as Jesus delivers his own brand of holy justice.This
exclusive early edit is available now for those who want
to experience the artistic process. There are typos and
other issues in this novel but none that we find too critical
to stop us from letting you take a look behind the curtain.
The final product may be very different (i.e. changing the
the book from present tense to past tense is a strong
consideration) from what you purchase here. You can
get the whole thing free as a PDF directly from
www.RottingHorse.com What's really being sold here is
your soul.
The third chilling instalment in the new Spook's legend . .
. An assassin lurks in the darkness between earth and
oblivion - but who are they, and what is their mission?
The people of the County live in fear of the beasts bent
on bringing the war to their home. How can they possibly
hope to survive when their fearsome enemies are
fortified with the power of a god? Could the creature that
moves in the darkness be the saviour the County seeks?
Praise for A New Darkness- 'A solid, suspenseful, and
spooky adventure' Publishers Weekly Praise for The
Dark Army- 'Unbeatable stuff for readers who like to be
terrified!' Andrea Reece, lovereading4kids.co.uk
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From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Gena Showalter comes a new story in her Lords
of the Underworld series… Fox is a demon-possessed
immortal with many talents. --Ability to open
portals—check --Power to kill the most dangerous Sent
Ones—check --Scare away any man who might want to
date her—mate Now, the keeper of Distrust has been
marked for death, a winged assassin with rainbow-
colored eyes tracking her every move, determined to
avenge the males she accidentally decimated. If only she
could control the desire to rip off his clothes… Bjorn is a
fierce warrior with many complications. --Tragic, torture-
filled past—check --A wife he was forced to wed, who is
draining his life force—check --Ever-intensifying desire for
the enigmatic Fox—mate Never has he hesitated to
exterminate an evil being. Until now. The sharp-tongued
female with a shockingly vulnerable heart tempts him in
ways no one else ever has, threatening his iron control.
But, as Fate itself seems to conspire against the unlikely
pair, both old and new enemies emerge. And Fox and
Bjorn must fight to survive. And learn to love… **Every
1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And
for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We
hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
The third chilling instalment in the new Spook's legend . .
. An assassin lurks in the darkness between earth and
oblivion - but who are they, and what is their mission?
The people of the County live in fear of the beasts bent
on bringing an epic war to their home. How can they
possibly hope to survive when their fearsome enemies
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are fortified with the power of a god? Could the assassin
that moves in the darkness be the saviour the County
seeks? Praise for book 1 in the series, A New Darkness-
'A solid, suspenseful, and spooky adventure' Publishers
Weekly Praise for book 2 in the series, The Dark Army-
'Unbeatable stuff for readers who like to be terrified!'
Andrea Reece, lovereading4kids
The conclusion to Joseph Delaney’s three-book arc
about Thomas Ward that began with A New Darkness!
The chilling and action-packed adventure from the
internationally bestselling Last Apprentice series will
delight fans new and old. In his job as the county’s
spook seventeen-year-old Thomas Ward is used to
battling boggarts, witches, and other creatures of the
dark. But now he and his apprentice, Jenny, must team
up with former rivals and enemies to fight the evil
Kobalos warriors intent on destroying the county. The
fight has cost the life of a strong ally, Grimalkin the witch
assassin. Determined to end the war with the demons,
Tom leads Jenny and Alice to Pendle for one last epic
clash. Loyalties will be tested, alliances will be broken,
and not everyone will survive. A final, heart-pounding
adventure about Thomas Ward, from the internationally
bestselling author of The Last Apprentice series, which
Booklist called “one of the best-written [series] of the last
several years.” Delaney’s deliciously scary imagination
will satisfy longtime fans and intrigue new ones. Perfect
for readers who love thrills, chills, and adventure—no
prior knowledge of the Last Apprentice series needed!
The omnibus edition of New York Times bestselling
author Brent Weeks' blockbuster NIGHT ANGEL
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TRILOGY. With over one million copies in print, Brent
Weeks has become one of the fastest selling new
fantasy authors of all time. For Durzo Blint, assassination
is an art - and he is the city's most accomplished artist.
For Azoth, survival is just the beginning. He was raised
on the streets and knows an opportunity when he sees
one - even when the risks are as high as working for
someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate
the assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange
magics - and become the perfect killer. THE NIGHT
ANGEL TRILOGY, one of the most popular epic fantasy
series in recent years, is compiled into one volume for
the first time. Included in this omnibus edition are: The
Way of Shadows, Shadow's Edge, and Beyond the
Shadows.
Viper has always been a bastard, a nightmare, death for
hire. He's known for his swift kills, so he isn't surprised
when he's offered seven figures for a new hit. It's
supposed to be a quick find and eliminate. When his
mark turns out to be an innocent twenty-year old with big
blue eyes, he shouldn't care one way or another, but he
does. Viper wants to keep her for himself.
Krimi. Politiinspektør William Monk ser hjælpeløst til, da
to unge elskende styrter i døden fra en bro en mørk og
tåget aften. De efterfølgende undersøgelser viser en
dødelig konflikt mellem de unges to familier. Den er
opstået under den hastige opførelse af byens
kloaksystem for at forhindre en tyfusepidemi i 1863.
Spørgsmålet melder sig nu, om det var mord, selvmord
eller et uheld.
"Know your place, Nikolas." "Under the heel of your boot,
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Your Highness?" After a terrible inferno destroys the
Caville palace, and with the people of Loreen turned
against him, Prince Vasili is left with no choice but to flee
his ancestral home, leaving his brother Amir to proclaim
himself King. But Vasili's life isn't the only one left in
ashes. King Amir has not forgotten Nikolas Yazdan-a
lord's bastard son and Vasili's favorite pet. With
forbidden power in his veins, Amir has become more
than Niko can fight alone. Thrust together with Vasili
once more, Niko must travel south, to a land of pirates
and thieves, of mystery and magic. A land of opportunity
for a manipulative prince and his reluctant assassin. But
just as Nikolas begins to believe Vasili might be worth
fighting for-that Loreen can be saved with Vasili on the
throne-the dark flame trapped in the royal bloodline
unravels its ancient bonds. One prince must control the
unrelenting power desperate for its escape. The other
must die. Niko thought he knew which prince he could
trust, but he's been fooled before and as Vasili's true
motives are revealed, Niko finds himself at the mercy of
Prince Vasili once more. Only this time, there's more
than love at stake. The fate of the world rests on Niko
discovering the truth about the flame, about the cursed
Cavilles, and his place in their doomed destiny.
The first book in a chilling new trilogy from the author of
the internationally bestselling Last Apprentice series!
Tom Ward is an apprentice no longer—he is a full-fledged
spook battling boggarts, witches, and other creatures of
the dark. A New Darkness is the first in a three-book arc
that introduces brand-new readers to Joseph Delaney's
haunting world. Tom Ward is the Spook, the one person
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who can defend the county from bloodthirsty creatures of
the dark. But he's only seventeen, and his
apprenticeship was cut short when his master died in
battle. No one trusts Tom's skill, not until he's proven
himself. And a fifteen-year-old girl named Jenny knows
more about the three mysterious deaths in the county
than Tom does. She is a seventh daughter of a seventh
daughter, and she wants to be Tom's first
apprentice—even though a female spook is unheard of.
Together, Tom and Jenny will uncover the grave danger
heading straight toward the county, and they'll team up
with a witch assassin to confront it. A New Darkness
begins a three-book arc that will introduce new readers
to Joseph Delaney's deliciously scary imagination, and
electrify his longtime fans. A New Darkness is perfect for
every reader who loves thrills, chills, action, and
adventure—no prior knowledge of The Last Apprentice
series is necessary! The Last Apprentice series, the first
internationally bestselling series about Tom Ward, is now
a major motion picture, Seventh Son, starring Jeff
Bridges, Ben Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington,
Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon Hounsou, and
Julianne Moore as Mother Malkin.
Cordosa, a small village in Brazil's most southern state
of Rio Grande do Sul, is experiencing traumatic illness
and loss of life from unknown causes. The population of
landless farmers is slowly deteriorating. Jake Parker, ex
U.S. Army Intelligence Officer, is assigned as a
photojournalist to investigate the possible causes. What
he soon discovers is that he will be watched,
manipulated and harassed by high ranking United States
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government officials who will stop at nothing to gain
revenge within their own ranks. With lives hanging in the
balance, Jake finds himself in the middle of an
undetected world of spiritual warfare and a congressional
war filled with greed and corruption. As a beautiful young
Deaf woman stumbles into the scandal, the hunt begins,
and Jake Parker must figure out how to save her life as
well as his own.
First in a duology, this darkly thrilling page-turner set in
the world of the best-selling His Fair Assassin series is
perfect for fans of THRONE OF GLASS, RED QUEEN,
and GAME OF THRONES. Told in alternating
perspectives, when Sybella discovers there is another
trained assassin from St. Mortain’s convent deep
undercover in the French court, she must use every skill
in her arsenal to navigate the deadly royal politics and
find her sister in arms before her time—and that of the
newly crowned queen—runs out. When Sybella
accompanies the Duchess to France, she expects
trouble, but she isn’t expecting a deadly trap.
Surrounded by enemies both known and unknown,
Sybella searches for the undercover assassins from the
convent of St. Mortain who were placed in the French
court years ago. Genevieve has been undercover for so
many years, she no longer knows who she is or what
she’s supposed to be fighting for. When she discovers a
hidden prisoner who may be of importance, she takes
matters into her own hands. As these two worlds collide,
the fate of the Duchess, Brittany, and everything Sybella
and Genevieve have come to love hangs in the balance.
The third chilling instalment in the new Spook’s legend .
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. . An assassin lurks in the darkness between earth and
oblivion – but who are they, and what is their mission?
The people of the County live in fear of the beasts bent
on bringing an epic war to their home. How can they
possibly hope to survive when their fearsome enemies
are fortified with the power of a god? Could the assassin
that moves in the darkness be the saviour the County
seeks? Praise for book 1 in the series, A New Darkness:
'A solid, suspenseful, and spooky adventure' Publishers
Weekly Praise for book 2 in the series, The Dark Army:
'Unbeatable stuff for readers who like to be terrified!'
Andrea Reece, lovereading4kids
Half witch. Half fae. Pure savior? Doing away with an evil
fae queen to help her kingdom is Princess Lana's
ultimate goal. But first, allies must be secured. Which
means embarking on diplomatic missions that make the
introvert in Lana cringe. Even with the assistance of
Garret, her friend, and maybe something more, Lana
hates the idea of being an ambassador. And as it turns
out, she's not a natural either. As her struggles deepen,
doubt creeps in. Can she span the cultural divide
between what she knew in the human world and mafias
of fae or tribes of giants? Will she deliver on her promise
to make a difference in the lives of the fae of Lyonesse?
Lana must convince the skeptics that although she's not
a pure-born elf of Faerie, she's a worthy leader. And she
will fight to improve their lives. Because war is coming to
Faerie, and she could lose everything she's come to love
if she fails. Assassin Witch is perfect for fans of the
Throne of Glass Series and The Cruel Prince. With a
slow-burn romance, intricate world-building, and danger
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lurking in every faerie wood and mafia-run city, it will
keep you enthralled long past the last page.
On a patrol boat near Waterloo Bridge, police
superintendent William Monk notices a young couple
engaged in an intense discussion. Seconds later, the two
plunge to their deaths in the icy waters of the Thames.
Was it an accident, a suicide, or a murder? Ever the
investigator, Monk learns that the woman, Mary
Havilland, had planned to marry the fair-haired man who
shared her fate. He also discovers that Mary’s father
had recently died in a supposed suicide. But Mary’s
friends share their own darks suspicions with Monk, who
now faces the mysteries surrounding three deaths. Aided
by his intrepid wife, Hester, Monk searches for answers.
From luxurious drawing rooms where powerful men
hatch their unscrupulous plots, to the sewers beneath
the city where poor folk fight crippling poverty, Monk
must connect the clues before death strikes again.
Rebel or die. My choices are simple. I've been sent
to Bloodwing Academy because I'm one of the
magically repressed. I should have magical powers,
but I don't. Not yet. One day I'll wake up and my
powers will be out of my control. I'll be a threat to
everyone around me, but that doesn't mean they
should lock me up.Especially with the dangerously
fierce and irresistibly gorgeous, Striker Draven. As
heir to the Draven fortune, he thinks he can have
whatever he wants. He wants to pull me apart, rip
out my power, and take my heart with it.That's if I
don't rip his out first.My name is Peyton Price. My
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freedom is going to come at a cost. Body and mind, I
have to decide if I'm willing to pay it.
Master storyteller Stephen King presents the classic
“wondrously frightening” (Publishers Weekly) #1
New York Times bestseller about a writer’s horrific
and haunting pseudonym. “I’m back...I’m back from
the dead and you don’t seem glad to see me at all,
you ungrateful son of a bitch.” After thirteen years of
international bestseller stardom with his works of
violent crime fiction, author George Stark is officially
declared dead—revealed by a national magazine to
have been killed at the hands of the man who
created him: the once well-regarded but now
obscure writer Thad Beaumont. Thad’s even gone
so far as to stage a mock burial of his wildly
successful pseudonym, complete with tombstone
and the epitaph “Not a Very Nice Guy.” Although on
the surface, it seems that Thad can finally
concentrate on his own novels, there’s a certain
unease at the prospect of leaving George Stark
behind. But that’s nothing compared to the horror
about to descend upon Thad’s new life. There are
the vicious, out-of-control nightmares, for starters.
And how is he able to explain the fact that everyone
connected to George Stark’s untimely demise is
now meeting a brutal end of their own in a pattern of
homicidal savagery...and why each blood-soaked
crime scene has Thad’s fingerprints all over it? Thad
Beaumont may have once believed that George
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Stark was running out of things to say, but he’s
going to find out just how wrong he is...
The gods are dying... Thane has served his goddess
for thousands of lifetimes, but even he knows that
time is running out. There's only one way to save
her, to save all of Dweller kind, and it's a suicide
mission. The host is a boy named Jakob. His ancient
soul is one of the rare sources of power still recycling
in the world of flesh. Thane has taken so many souls
to his goddess, but this one could save them all. It's
only when Thane learns the truth of the gods does
he deny them their power. Souls aren't recycled.
They're destroyed, and his goddess isn't a deity...
she's a monster.Permanently melded with his human
host, Thane meets his soulmate, a woman who
captures his heart like his goddess never did. He'll
do anything to protect her, and the gods know it.
Indulge in the riveting new series by international
bestselling author A.J. Flowers, full of norse, viking,
and greco-roman myth wrapped up in a world of
shifters, gods, and magic! Scroll up and one-click
your copy of Soul Bound today! Praise for A.J.
Flowers by real readers "The Lunar Clash, Beyond
the Deepwoods Collection" ?????I had tears in my
eyes when it ended. I hope this piqued your interest
and you will go read it too. I always liked this author,
and this was just...wow. "Fallen to Grace, Celestial
Downfall Book 1" ????? I was completely captivated
from the very beginning. The world building and the
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complex characters really keep the pages turning!
It's a fast paced easy read if I ever saw one.
"Awakening, Ancient Realms Collection" ?????Once
again A.J. Flowers did not disappoint! There are so
many things to focus on and think about during this
page turning adventure. It was hard to put down
once I started.
A man wakes up in a hotel room in Iran with
amnesia. Inside the room is a briefcase full of
money, a gun, a USB flash drive and a dead guy in
the en-suite. Amnesia thrillers are nothing new. The
protagonist discovers he's the hero, right? Well, what
if you woke up to discover you were the most evil
man on the planet?! Some memories are better
forgotten - An amnesiac thriller novel with twists at
every turn, TABULA RASA is Richard Anthony
Dunford's amazing debut novel.
In the fifteenth-century kingdom of Brittany,
seventeen-year-old Ismae escapes from the brutality
of an arranged marriage into the sanctuary of the
convent of St. Mortain, where she learns that the god
of Death has blessed her with dangerous gifts--and
aviolent destiny.
He was like a father to me... and I wanted to stick a
dagger in his neck... In a world divided into four
territories, each with their own unique sun, color,
race, and culture, Esh is born and abandoned in the
cruelest of all. The red territory of Reah. A land in
which every day is an absolute struggle for survival.
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One day, an elderly man discovers the boy mortally
wounded on the side of the ash-filled streets and
takes pity on him, a kindness unknown in the land of
Reah. Then, using unorthodox training, he beats the
skills necessary for the boy to endure the harshness
of the territory. Skills of a master assassin. Combat.
Sorcery. Alchemy. All is going well until a dark and
forgotten energy finds its way into young Esh's body.
Wreaking havoc on his mind, it threatens to drag his
spirit into darkness. If Esh doesn't use all his mental
and physical strength to combat the ancient evil
energy then he will surely be defeated.
"I'm coming for you, and nothing living or dead can
stop me." One witch is the most feared, the most
ruthless, and the most deadly of all the witches in the
county. If she hunts for you, she will find you. If you
have crossed her, you don't stand a chance. She is
the witch assassin, and her name is Grimalkin.
Grimalkin's one alliance is with Tom Ward, the
Spook's apprentice. With Tom, she plans to rid the
world of the most terrifying evil, the Fiend, who once
did her great wrong. For the first time, fans of the
Last Apprentice series will hear the story from
Grimalkin's side, as she is hunted herself by
creatures of darkness set on revenge. Grimalkin has
never been defeated. But can she survive an enemy
created for the sole purpose of destroying her?
The best assassin in the world doesn't come cheap.
Betraying him will cost your soul. The Hunter is a
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name feared by all in Voramis. He is an outcast,
driven by a cursed dagger with an unquenchable
thirst for blood and death. Yet he follows one simple
code: kill those who truly deserve to die. His creed is
put to the test when, deceived by a shadowy
employer, he unknowingly slaughters an innocent
man. With the most powerful criminal organization in
the city after his head, the Hunter must fight for his
life and find a way to atone for his mistake. When his
enemies harm the people under his protection, it will
take much more than an army criminals to stand in
the way of his revenge. If you love anti-heroes like
the Punisher or Dexter in a dark, complex fantasy
realm, then immerse yourself in Hero of Darkness
today! Andy Peloquin delivers an epic tale of one
man's struggle to survive and find his place in a
world that shuns and rejects him. Praise for Blade of
the Destroyer: It starts off with a bang and the pace
never slows down. - K.V. Pay attention and you just
might discover that the story you thought you were
reading is not the story you finish. - Amazon Review
What can you say about a book that grabs you from
the very first page? You become a bit obsessed and
read the whole book in like three days! - P.S. In the
Hero of Darkness Series: Book 1: Darkblade
Assassin (May 29th) Book 2: Darkblade Outcast
(June 5th) Book 3: Darkblade Protector (June 19th)
Book 4: Darkblade Seeker (July 10th) Book 5:
Darkblade Slayer (August 7th) Book 6: Darkblade
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Savior (September 4th)
Before tonight Cassie Tate's biggest concerns were
whether she could pass Algebra and how she was going
to keep Elora, her best friend, from dressing her in a
skimpy fairy costume for Halloween. Her feet were firmly
planted in suburban reality and she had no reason to
believe her life would be anything but that of a typical
teenager. That is until tonight, when Cassie saw
something that no human was ever supposed to see; in
the blink of an eye she was thrown into the world of the
Light and Dark Elves. He comes from a realm where light
and dark have fought for millennia. He is of a race known
to humans only in myths and legends. The darkness that
lives inside him is a part of both who and what he is and
it makes him the most gifted spy and assassin in the
history of his time. His life is not his own; he lives in the
service of the Dark Elf King. He slays who he must, has
mercy on no one, is relentless in his hunt, and never tires
of seeing his prey fall. He is Triktapic, assassin, spy,
most feared of the Dark Elves. Now, in the midst of his
King's complicated plans to expand the Dark Elves'
holdings into the mortal realm, for the first time, Trik finds
his loyalties divided. For no Elf, Dark or Light, can turn
away from their Chosen. Unbeknownst to the mortal
realm, the battle between Light and Dark is being
brought to their doorstep. The only one who can keep it
at bay holds darkness in his heart like a lover, and the
one who can sway that heart must decide if she can look
beyond his black past, beyond his evil nature and see
the man he is destined to be. The questions must be
asked, does love really cover a multitude of sins? Can
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true love actually conquer all or will his darkness
consume those around him until all that stands is an
assassin with the blood of the mortal realm on his
hands?
Dark AssassinBallantine Books
WILLOW LOVES RAINBOWS. SHE AND HER
FRIENDS RUNTO CLIMB THE RAINBOW ANDSEE
HOW ITS COLORS AREREFLECTED BELOW.
Armchair Fiction presents extra large science fiction
double novels with original illustrations. "Dark Destiny"
by Dwight V. Swain is the first novel. He was known
throughout the system as Sha Haral, a fierce space
warrior with a lust for power. He'd blasted his way back
and forth across the spaceways many times. However,
Haral's fortunes had taken a turn for the worse, and he
soon became a downtrodden, bitter would-be conqueror
haunting the dives on a backwater planet called Ulna.
But his fate took an unexpected turn when a beautiful
blonde-haired priestess, fleeing from a space pirate's
hordes, fell into his lap. From this priestess Haral learned
of an ancient woman-goddess who, according to legend,
lay sleeping in a lost city surrounded by a legion of
terrifying monsters. This ancient goddess, whose face
was half-hidden by a jeweled veil, was known as a
woman of ultimate beauty, possessing secrets of great
power. And she still lay there, in her crumbling city,
waiting for someone to awaken her... The second novel,
"The Secret of Planetoid 88," is by Ed Earl Repp. Dane
Cabot was just one of many slaves of the dictators--"The
Hundred" as they were known--who ruled Earth with an
iron hand. After a joy ride to a distant planetoid, Cabot
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returned to Earth to find himself falsely accused of
murder. There was no trial--The Hundred didn't operate
that way. He was soon sentenced to die. But when a
mysterious stranger interceded, Cabot found himself a
stowaway on a space cruiser headed for Io, moon of
Jupiter. There Cabot found a tiny colony of rebels with a
master plan for the eventual freedom of Earth's enslaved
populace. But radiation from Jupiter's Great Red Spot
was slowly destroying Io. So Cabot and his fellow rebels
found themselves in a desperate race against time.
Could they orchestrate their plans before the rising tide
of planet-wide disintegration overtook them? Deep in the
void of space was a secret, a secret that was the key to
freedom--if they could find it in time...
She's a cold fish desperate to break a curse. He's a
college student without direction. Lady Hel, the goddess
of death, has given up on love and has no use for it.
After all, she's the ruler of Helheim, the realm of the
undead! She doesn't need anyone...until she crosses
Odin, the All-Father of the Norse gods. For her betrayal,
she’s exiled, cursed to look for her reincarnated one,
true love, who died long ago. Now, stripped of her throne
and most of her powers, will Lady Hel find love to
remove the curse, or will she forever powerlessly suffer
in turmoil, agony, and anguish? Harley Andersen is a
seven-year college senior with no idea what to do with
his life. So far, all he's come up with is killing time. When
his best friend dares him to hop the gate of what's
supposed to be a haunted house, he encounters a
woman who steals a lot more than his breath. What
she's offering Harley could give him the future he's
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missing. It'll just require a trip to the past. Hellish is a
standalone book in the HELL CHRONICLES. Readers
will recognize characters from the DRAGON SERIES,
but you don't need to read them first to enjoy this new
adult fantasy that turns the Beauty and Beast tale on its
head. Hellish is the prequel to the novel Hellbent. Grab
your copy now and fall in love! *** Read the rest of the
Hell Chronicles and find out what readers are loving! ***
The Hell Chronicles • Hell for the Holidays (Prequel,
standalone short story) • Hellish • Hellbent • Helltown •
Hellbound • Hellraiser
A journey no assassin would be ready for... His best
friend is dying an agonizing death. The love of his life
has rejected him. His parents once thought dead, are
actually alive. The ancient evil that terrorized his young
life has been reawakened. With hopes of finding a way to
save his friend from a slow death, Esh dares the
dangerous skies to cross the Endless Sea to the Fifth
Territory of Auroth. It is here that he discovers an entirely
new race, one that relies heavily on a powerful sorcery
he's never heard of. The Radiance. It is this Radiant
energy that offers Esh hope that Barish can be saved,
yet his hopes are dashed when he learns that the source
of this power, the Lambent Heart, has been stolen. Not
only does the fate of his best friend lie on his shoulders,
but now so do the souls of an entire civilization as they
have lost their life source. As Esh turns his attention to
tracking down the Lambent Heart, his own heart sinks for
that of which he seeks lies in the chest of a seven-
hundred-foot monster. And it's headed his way. And
Master Rift's training didn't include anything on slaying a
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colossus! This book is for you if you love: An Assassin
who takes on a Collossus (That just sounds epic...)
Action Packed Sword and Sorcery Books Dark Fantasy
books about Greatsword wielding Assassins The use of
Alchemy Exotic and Wondrous New Worlds A Parasitic
Evil Energy that will stop at nothing to control its host.
New York Times BestsellerSpring 2013 Kids' Indie Next
List Sybella's duty as Death's assassin in 15th-century
France forces her return home to the personal hell that
she had finally escaped. Love and romance, history and
magic, vengeance and salvation converge in this thrilling
sequel to Grave Mercy. Sybella arrives at the convent’s
doorstep half mad with grief and despair. Those that
serve Death are only too happy to offer her refuge—but at
a price. The convent views Sybella, naturally skilled in
the arts of both death and seduction, as one of their most
dangerous weapons. But those assassin's skills are little
comfort when the convent returns her to a life that nearly
drove her mad. And while Sybella is a weapon of justice
wrought by the god of Death himself, He must give her a
reason to live. When she discovers an unexpected ally
imprisoned in the dungeons, will a daughter of Death find
something other than vengeance to live for?
The second terrifying tale in the Spook's spin-off series
from bestselling author Joseph Delaney. Thomas Ward
was working as the new County Spook, fighting the Dark
with his own apprentice. But a new enemy stirred in the
north, and Tom's calling required him to leave his home
and lead an uprising against a legion of beasts:
creatures of the dark intent on locking the whole earth in
a never-ending winter. Then something went horribly
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wrong, and now Tom lies cold in a grave, while those
who remain are in despair. Who can now take up the
battle? And how much time remains before the dark
army brings the fight back to the County, and the world is
changed for ever?
With the powerful cities of Seran and Loreen having fallen to
elves, and the dark flame escaping its bonds, Prince Vasili
Caville's plight has never been more desperate. But for the
first time in his lifetime, he's not alone. With the formidable
Nikolas Yazdan at his side, not all is lost. But Nikolas has
changed. The Yazdan legacy has caught up with him, and as
strong and stubborn as he is, nobody can resist the flame's
call for long. For all his words of honor and sacrifice, Vasili
fears he's losing Nikolas, and with him any chance of
defeating the elves for good. Love, power, control. To save
both himself and Nikolas, Vasili must surrender it all and
embrace everything a Caville is destined to be. For beneath
the broken palace, hidden inside its heart, lies the answer to
everything. And all it will cost, is love. The Prince's Assassin
series comes to its explosive conclusion in Curse of the Dark
Prince, the third and final book. ?
Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This one’s for the
future designers of all time. This book contains the present
and the future of the fashion design industry with inspirations
taken from only the world renowned designers. Your kids will
definitely appreciate your full support in their passion when
you buy this for them. Get a copy today.
The Alien Huntress series is back with fan favorite AIR agent
Dallas Gutierrez from New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling paranormal romance author Gena Showalter, who
doesn’t disappoint with this sizzling hot alpha hero. Lilica
Swan isn’t quite human or otherworlder; she is the best—and
worst—of both. She is willing to do whatever proves necessary
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to save her sister from the seductive and deadly Alien
Investigation and Removal agent, Dallas Gutierrez, even
bonding her lifeforce to his by effectively marrying him. But
the bond will fade without consummation. Can Dallas resist
his insatiable desire for the powerful beauty? Or will she lead
to his ultimate downfall?
All of us are driven by habits. We get out of bed and start our
morning routine without thinking about all the individual things
we do to get ready for the day ahead. And so the day goes on
driven by one set of habits after another. We cannot escape
habits but we can choose our habits! Here is an easy to
follow blueprint to help you discover what is important to you
in your life. Then to work out what needs to be done to
accomplish this and form habits that ensure you will get what
is important to you. Pushing bad habits out of your life and
replacing them with constructive habits can be done by
following the easy plans laid out here. Simply by controlling
the beginning and the end of the day, we can all have a great
sense of achievement that comes from ending the day
knowing we are closer to what we want than we were in the
morning. It's time to form those good habits. It's time to take
control of your life one step, one habit, at a time! "Most
people have a few bad habits that don't always serve them or
help them achieve and everyone knows how difficult it is to
change. Ian has outlined a simple and effective way to
replace bad habits with good success habits which will help
those that follow it achieve their goals." Chris Williams -
author of 'don't just dream it...do it, goal setting that really
works for network marketers'
Jimmy McFly and his friends are headed on their summer
vacation. At the airport they decide to play an epic game of
hide and go seek. While hiding in his favorite spot Jimmy gets
hit in the head making him forget everything...even his name!
Join us on this exciting adventure to see where Jimmy will
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end up!
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